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A SET O F S L I D E S of Brian De Palma's controversial horror film,
Carrie, accompanied by Notes for the use of teachers, have recently been
published by the British Film Institute's Education Department.1

Because of the authority these Notes will have at various levels of film
education, it is important that something should be said about their
methodological unsoundness and their reduction of certain critical posi-
tions to the mechanical operation of unthinking prejudice.

The Discourse of Incoherence

The BFI Notes argue that Carrie is without coherent meaning. The film
is thus presented as incoherent, except on a single deep level, an imputed
discourse of misogyny. To preserve this assertion against any views that
might challenge it (e.g. by demonstrating that its treatment of sexuality,
central to the film however it is approached, is, on the contrary, complex)
the Notes adopt three main strategies. Quite illegitimately invoking the
authority of Todorov's book, The Fantastic,2 they claim that incoherence is
inevitable because of Carrie's flawed narrative structure. Any further
possible coherence that might arise from consideration of author and genre
in relation to the other determinants of the film is dismissed by a simple
repression of generic and authorial considerations. Finally, any remaining
possibilities of meaning are then dissolved by the claim that where there
may seem to be meaning, there is actually only 'display' a term used
throughout in strict opposition to 'meaning' and 'coherence'.
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Repression, sexuality
and aggression: the
overhead shot of the
girls' voileybail
game.

How radically the Notes' commentary works to limit the area of dis-
cussion can be seen in the statement about the first narrative image of the
film, the overhead shot of the girls playing volleyball:

. . . the elaborate crane shot draws attention to itself and shows the girls as an
almost abstract pattern of colour and movement - a 'stylistic' credit in addi-
tion to the authorial title. Note also how lie Palma later sets up a loose set of
'rhymes' with the overhead shot repeatedly being used to both show disturb-
ing activity in the frame - Carrie in the closet (not on Slide), Mrs White
chopping the carrot (Slide 36), Sue's nightmare (Slide 57) and to emphasise
the disturbing quality of the action depicted by virtue of the unusual 'unreal-
istic' point of view on it. (p 91)

Paradoxically, a critique based on a reading of the film in terms of its
supposed ideological regressiveness, analyses the first image, where we
would expect to find a concentration of semiotic-thematic indicators, in
almost wholly formalistic terms. This (and it is representative of the
Notes' procedure) is the necessary result of an attempt to erase all dis-
courses (critical or within the film itself) that might offer competition.
To draw attention to the density of connotations readable within the
image as it plays into the developing narrative, is to run the risk of allow-
ing the text to demonstrate coherence rather than incoherence.

As the very least several things are worth remarking on in this first
image. There is the introduction through the girls' volleyball game of
the idea of games as a substitute for aggression, which immediately
brings into play the Freudian loci of repression, sexuality and aggressive
urges, as well as the systems of rules that contain them (the laws of
sports, the rules of the High School, the unwritten laws of social behav-
iour and appearance). The game is highly (shockingly, in the conven-
tional sense that girls are usually typed as less aggressive) competitive,
and Carrie is abused for losing it, thus establishing tensions between
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3 Also, of course, in
traditional literary
usages, e.g.
Pandarus' song in
Troilus and
Cressida, Act V,
Scene 10, lines
42-45.

Carrie on the
volleyball court-a
contrast to the other
girls' strength and
beauty.

winners and losers, and between the individual and the group. The latter
is further played upon in the difference between the acceptable group-
approved deviance of Norma, in her red shorts and red cap, and Carrie's
unacceptable deviance.

The reduction of the girls to abstract pattern drains away the import-
ant colour significations of their costumes, the yellow and black of 'The
Stingers', a connotative chain developed through the bee as the emblem
of the Bates High School, and the kids' after-school meeting place, 'The
Beehive'. When Chris Hargenson tells Norma of her plan to ruin Car-
rie's Prom night, the two are photographed standing on the bee emblem.
The analogy of the bee who dies in stinging and the lover still exists in
popular consciousness', embodying a set of feelings about the dangers of
sexuality (including, but not limited to, male fear of women, which is in
danger of being reified into a psychological catch-all in recent psycho-
analytically oriented criticism). The figure's pointing to the ambiguous
creative-destructive, sadistic-masochistic components of sexuality is gro-
tesquely underlined by a signification alone made possible by the over-
head shot, the markings of the volleyball court which stand out like a
huge primitive stylisation of a phallus and vagina, marking sexuality as
the battleground of the film. The other elements working at high pressure
-e.g. the pattern of dopplegdnger shadows again allowed by the overhead
shot, the set of contrasts between the conventional beauty and physical
self-sufficiency of the girls and Carrie-hardly need extended notation.

Now what audiences - on which viewing - would pick up which signi-
fiers-in what kind of shaping process? These are enormously problem-
atic questions which it may be unfair to ask the Notes to answer, even
though they announce their project of 'a more general examination of
meaning in film' (p 1). But clearly the few instances I have given are read-
able in the image, and a discussion that either represses them by omis-
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sion or deems them incoherent by a misunderstanding of narrative
theory, is itself open to interrogation.

The Discourse of Misogyny

The Notes' absolute commitment to the view that Carrie can only be
read by an aware viewer as misogynistic is at no point argued. It is an
unquestioning acceptance (which there is a danger teachers and students
will in turn unquestioningly accept) of two articles in Jump Cut 14, the
more extended of which, 'Carrie: Ragtime-the Horror of Growing Up
Female' by Serafina Bathrick,4 is the one that most informs the Notes'
statements. The objections to the film in Jump Cut 'seem incontroverti-
ble' (p 2). Thus two fragments of discourse representing the naively
appropriative aspects of radical film commentary (castigated by Place
and Burton in their excellent writing on the problematic of feminist film
criticism5) are simply assumed to have said all there is to be said on the
subject.

The acceptance of any view as 'incontrovertible' without a clear state-
ment of why it is so is alarming, as is the naivete of the underlying con-
ception of feminist criticism as a seamless entity, so that any fragment of
it (no matter how deficient) is granted unquestioned authority, simply by
being feminist. No critical position can be excused from describing tex-
tual phenomena accurately, or claim a license for inventing or repressing
textual details. Thus it is disturbing that Bathrick (uncriticised by the
Notes) should describe Chris Hargenson as 'a spoiled nymphomaniac'.
Clearly Chris' sexuality is in no way healthy, but since she is seen in
sexual relations only with Billy Nolan, the text-whatever else it may be
accused of doing-cannot be said to present her in those terms. It is
equally disturbing when the Notes claim as evidence of De Palma's
'urgent desire to prove the impossibility of community among women'
that the girls are shown 'fighting for men' (p 3). It may be felt that such a
scene would be consistent with what we know of the girls, but the im-
mitigable fact is that there is no moment in the film that justifies this
comment.

Briefly, Bathrick's argument is that the film's real project is, by its
'images of blood and fetishised body parts', to present a view of women
as irrational and dangerous, wholly controlled by their biology. 'Every
woman in Carrie is understood entirely in terms of her sexual frustration
or potency', a statement for which a series of extremely strained justifica-
tions is made. Women are presented as incapable of communing with
each other, and in the film's reactionary workings all suggestions of
socio-economic causes are omitted.

In unquestioningly accepting this version of the 'real' meaning of Car-
rie, the BFI Notes repress the different and more positive ways in which
other critics have looked at the thematic of menstruation and the associ-
ated presentation of women in the film. David Pirie, for instance, wrote:
'in this milieu, Carrie's menstrual fluid mocks the possibility of her

4 Jump Cut 14, pp
9-10. Also,
Michelle Citron,
'Carrie Meets
Marathon Man', pp
10-12. The latter,
which compares the
two films as,
respectively, female
and male 'rite of
passage' films, is
both more
moderate and more
intelligent than
Bathrick's article,
not attempting, for
instance,to
denigrate Sue and
Miss Collins.
However, like the
cruder article that
is the main
influence on the
Notes, it ends up
by reading the role
of women in the
film as merely evil
and destructive.

1 Janey Place and
Julianne Burton,
'Feminist Film
Criticism', Movie
22, pp 53-62.
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6 David Pirie,
'Carrie', Movie 25,
P 2 3 .

7 Paula Matusa,
'Corruption and
Catastrophe: De

. Palma's Carrie',
Film Quarterly,
Autumn 1977, p
32.

' developing into a woman in any real sense', and 'with the possible excep-
tion of Miss Collins... Carrie is the only non-colonised woman in the
film'.6 Both statements have it in them to suggest that the film may be

. read as not simply sexist, but as an examination-in the excessive terms
of the horror genre-of the socio-sexual structuring of women in a parti-

- cular society. Paula Matusa notes: 'Carrie wants to deal adequately with
her newfound adulthood and sexuality.'7 Her observation points to
something fundamental about the film that both Bathrick and the Notes
ignore, the many elements that function to produce audience sympathy
for, and identification with, Carrie (e.g. powerful narrative identifica-

' tion; point of view shots; play on the Ugly Duckling and Cinderella stor-
ies and also on audiences' fantasies of committing revenge on those who
slight them; the star presence of Sissy Spacek). It is possible, and conso-
nant with many details of the narrative's intelligence, as well as its
investment of sympathy in its victim-monster, to see it developing the
wordplay in the heroine's name beyond the obvious (i.e. Carrie as carrier
of Eve and Pandora's legacy) into Carrie as the bewildered carrier of the
socio-sexual burden of the construction of womanhood in her society.

Bathrick's account (and the Notes' support for it) is based around two
general strategies: a refusal to consider the text as open'to any readings
but its own, on the assumption that all enlightened readers will see the
film identically; and a repression, by omission or distortion, of any occa-
sions in the text that complicate or contradict the reading assumed.

Thus the simplification of Carrie (already seen transmitted to Chris) is
extended to Sue Snell, the 'normal world' heroine. Sue's complexity is
deflected by a technique of simplistic abuse. She can be discounted
because she is merely 'a well-meaning monogamist'. Presumably if she
had been given two boyfriends instead of one, the critic might have been
prepared to modify her statement that Sue is typed only by her sexuality,
for she is shown acting (alone of all her peers except Frieda) to help
Carrie, and she is clearly presented as more intellectual than her boy-
friend, Tommy Ross. She studies while he watches TV, and is obviously
the author of the poem attributed to him in the English class. She is also
less interested in her image than the other girls, saying to Tommy when
Miss Collins suggests he will look silly at the Prom, 'We don't care how
we look, do we', to which the slightly narcissistic Tommy grins, uncon-
vinced.

The second major 'good' character who has to be radically simplified
is Miss Collins, the PE teacher who tries to help Carrie. Bathrick and the
BFI Notes are aware of the ambiguity that plays around Miss Collins in
at least two ways-firstly, her sharing, in a more acceptable form, the
world view of dating, physical beauty and Proms that she so despises in
the girls; and, secondly, her aggression towards the girls who torment
Carrie, provoking the suspicion that in punishing them she is tainted
with feelings other than genuine outrage. These aspects, and Miss Col-
lins' own admission to the Principal that when she hit Carrie to calm her
down she felt aggressively towards her, are interesting ambivalences
that might be investigated in terms of the text's intelligence. Instead,
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Ambiguous
aggression:
Miss Collins
confronts
Chris,

Miss Collins is turned from the sympathetic [on: irtmic.i..y .QUA-JC)

character of the film into an embittered grotesque. In Bathrick's reading
she (as a woman alone) is twinned with the insane Mrs White, and pre-
sented as equally full of sexual loathing, and equally responsible for the
horrors of the Bates High School Prom night. Now, at the very least, it is
possible to read Miss Collins' ambivalances not as evidence of inborn
female flaws, but as something much more interesting. Her advice to
Carrie about make-up can be seen as an ironic revelation of her own (and
the audience's) uneasy hovering between commitment to, and criticism
of, the values of romance and physical beauty. As for the revelation that
she has sadistic impulses, it is interesting that both Miss Collins and
Sue, two of the three 'good' characters who try to help Carrie, share an
initial violence towards her, which they are forced to admit to them-
selves. Retrospectively, the image of Sue (of all the girls), tearing open
the tampon dispenser is extremely upsetting. This violence can be read,

Ambiguous
aggression: Sue tears
open the tampon
dispenser.
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10
' Frieda's late

appearance in the
film (the Prom
decoration scene
where she talks to
Sue is, as far as I _.
can ascertain, her
first appearance),
and her relative
underdevelopment
as a character
(relative, say, to
Norma), might well
raise a genuine
question of local
narrative control-
as distinct from the
many spurious ones
raised. However,
from the point of
her entry into the
narrative, her
presence and her
sympathetic
interest in Carrie
are emphasised.
Indeed the first of
the series of
distorted point of
view shots of the
crowd that reflect
Carrie's
interpretation of
the events of the
Prom, has Frieda as
the central image,
surrounded by
others. This
precedes the similar
shot with Miss
Collins at the

at the cost of all complexity, in a mechanical way that produces a view of
women as innately depraved (even the best of them!). This is the mean-
ing Bathrick finds in the text and through which her discourse places
itself in a position of unchallenged ideological superiority over it, as an
instance of patriarchal filmic violence upon women.
- However, there is another possible reading, consistent with the Norm-
ality/Abnormality waverings characteristic of the Horror genre. This is
the recognition that the abnormal characters (Mrs White and Chris Har-
genson, the abnormal abnormal and the normal abnormal respectively)
are not wholly different from, but grotesque extensions of, impulses that
are found in normal, only partially-'colonised' characters like Sue and
Miss Collins.

Perhaps the most blatant instance of the actual repression of detail
(especially since she chastises De Palma for denying female community)
is Bathrick's total omission from the film (followed by the Notes) of
Sue's friend Frieda. First introduced asking Sue if the rumour about
Tommy and Carrie is true, Frieda is then much in evidence at the Prom
where she greets Carrie, comments on her dress, offers her a place at her
table, bounces up and down with joy at Carrie's success, actually crowns
her onstage, and reacts with horror (a reaction studiedly compared with
that of Norma next to whom she is standing) to the blood falling on
Carrie. It is no doubt possible to read the female community that Frieda
offers as sentimentally conceived, but to ignore her completely at Bath-
rick and the Notes do argues that neither finds it convenient to see her.8

A reading which does much more justice to the actual complexity of
the film would see it organised around the various social and sexual ideo-
logies which surround the girls and the older women characters, and
which are immediately brought into the fiercest play by the opening
trauma of Carrie's passage into womanhood through her late menstrua-
tion and the shocking violence of her peer-group's reaction to the event.

The film clearly proposes a metaphoric equivalence between Carrie's
telekinetic powers, which first appear after she menstruates, and the
(creative or destructive) potential of her newly born sexuality. Balked,
conditioned, mocked, she attempts to escape from the crazed religious-
sexual ideology of her mother's assertion 'Eve was weak!', in which sexu-
ality is represented by the sado-masochistic meanings of the Saint Sebas-
tian figure that Carrie prays to. She resists her mother's definition of
her sexuality as defiled and witchlike, but the only alternative available
to her is a normality shown to be as repressive as her mother's abnorm-
ality (so that the real twins are not Mrs White and Miss Collins, but Mrs
White and Chris, the doll-like, physically perfect, gumchewing beauty
who is the most excessive product of the normal world).

The crucial menstruation scene raises problems of interpretation in an
extreme (though not necessarily incoherent) form, largely through its
excessiveness. The reaction of the girls-driving Carrie like a small
rodent into the corner and pelting her with tampons and the cry 'Plug it
up!'-seems excessive, even allowing for rationalisations like the physic-
ally healthy choosing the weak as a scapegoat.
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Of course the problem can be simply solved if you argue that any ques-
tions raised by this excessiveness are disqualified, since the real motiva-
tion of all significant meanings has been pre-defined in De Palma's mis-
ogyny. It seems to me, however, more interesting to see the girls' hyper-
bolic reactions as a revelation of their own self-hatred, of their own
unconscious, culturally-developed fear of the female in themselves. This
is projected onto the menstruating Carrie, superficially all that is most
unlike themselves —white, cowering, helpless, childlike —but at an
unconscious level the image of their own helplessness, a helplessness
they are blinded to in their active complicity with the ideology which has
shaped them. Taken literally, their cry of'Plug it up!' is a demand that
what biologically makes them female should be abolished, stoppered up,
a truly horrifying wish.

As for the claim that there is no socio-economic contextualisating in
the film, there are many suggestions of a network of causes that has
shaped the characters as they are —religion, the suburban world, the
structures of family life, the whole 'dream' apotheosised in the Prom.
Like the grotesque pastoral facade to the pig abattoir where Billy
slaughters the pig for Chris (there is unfortunately no slide of this key
image) the exterior of the various aspects of'the dream' hide a different
interior reality. It is perhaps significant that a clearly displayed piece of
graffiti in the gym reads 'Carrie White eats shit' and that word 'shit'
forms a significant part of Chris' vocabulary. If Carrie has ingested reli-
gion, Chris has eaten (like her peers) a lot of secular shit, and, as in the
most interesting horror films, the monstrosity of this monster of the
normal is not presented vacuously free of context, but has its suggested
causes.

The Question of Narrative Structure

In meeting difficulties, apparent ambiguities, etc. in the text, the Notes

Sex and sado-
masochism; Carrie
prays to a statute of
Saint Sebastian.

11
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12
9 Todorov, op. cit,

pp 24-57 especially.

10 ibid, p 44, pp
54-57, pp 42-3, _
etc.

11 ibid, p 42.

12 ibid, p 7. Also 'We
might say that in
art we are dealing
with a language of
which every
utterance is
agrammatical at
the moment of its
performance', p 6.

argue that rather than seeking for meaning and coherence (typed as only
an auteurist procedure-p 1), we should see that the better explanation
lies in its mismanagement of narrative structure. To justify this the
Notes invoke the generic theorising of the Bulgarian critic, Todorov, in
his book The Fantastic, with its careful delineation of three' genres: the
Marvellous (understandable only in terms of the supernatural), the
Uncanny (explicable in terms of the rational), and the Fantastic (which
hesitates-enforcing a hesitation in the reader-between the two explan-
ations, neither of which is privileged over the other)9.

The BFI Notes argue that Carrie becomes an incoherent failure as a
narrative because (p 2), instead of being consistently a fantastic narrative,
or consistently an uncanny narrative, it falls 'uneasily between' the two
and is therefore 'arbitrarily structured'. Whatever may be said pro or con
the narrative of Carrie, this argument simply cannot survive inspection.
Todorov, its supposed source, makes it absolutely clear that the Marvel-
lous, the Uncanny and the Fantastic, in their pure states, are models
from which the majority of works deviate, giving rise to intermediate
genres such as the Fantastic-Uncanny, the Fantastic-Marvellous, the
Allegorical-Fantastic, etc.10 Falling between is thus in Todorov's des-
criptive rather than prescriptive account a generic likelihood, and most
appearances of the Fantastic are described as 'evanescent'.11 In line with
this construction of intermediate types rather than condemning excep-
tions to pure paradigms, Todorov warns that 'we must understand that a
text is not only the product of a pre-existing combinatorial system . . . it is
also a transformation of that system'.12

There are many attempts to demonstrate this imputed lack of coher-
ence in the text. For instance (p 10), it is stated of the blood motif that it
is 'one of a number of strands of meaning none of which is totally worked
through in the film'. But what does 'totally worked through' mean? As
elsewhere in the Notes all concepts of heterogeneity, ambiguity and
polysemy seem, if not totally forgotten, then regarded with intense
suspicion. Of the blood motif in Carrie, the least that can be said is that
there is a complex chain of highly charged images placed in relation to
each other with the potentiality to accrue meaning: Carrie's menstruat-
ing blood, the 'Blood of the Lamb' (sung by Mrs White), the blood of
Stigmata, the blood of Saint Sebastian, the blood from the pig abattoir,
Mrs White's crazed reference to the boys gathering like flies around the
menstrual blood, and so on. Clearly the accusations (p 3) that 'at any
particular point it's unclear what we are supposed to think' and 'many of
the elements will not yield up meanings of any kind' beg every relevant
question to an 'examination of meaning in film'.

In a similar instance it is claimed that the Sue Snell strand of the narra-
tive is 'relatively unorganised' (again, 'relative' to what?) and that there
is 'a lack of clarity about Sue's function in the narrative' (p 10). Such
remarks would seem to be built upon a complete disregard for the con-
ventions of narrative (and especially character-psychology) economy in
the 90-120 minutes feature film, since the progress of Sue from early
taunter of Carrie, to shock at the withdrawal of Prom privileges, to
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shame and repentance when Miss Collins dresses down the girls, is in no
way arcane or problematic for any reasonably conceived audience. It
may be 'relatively unorganised' if compared with, say, the organisation
of the consciousness of Mrs Ramsay in To the Lighthouse, but it forms a
clear and effective shorthand in the terms of a different convention.

The Notes are particularly perverse when they comment (p 10) to the
effect that 'the regular use of closeup' 'decontexts' Sue. The close-ups of
Sue in. the scene of the dressing-down by Miss Collins belong in fact to a
series of close-ups of other members of the class reacting to Miss Collins
(a fact which is not mentioned by the notes, thus giving the impression
that they have a different status from other shots in the scene)13. If the
close-ups decontext Sue, then they must decontext the others, and if they
do not decontext the others, it is hard to see how they decontext Sue. In
fact a reading of Sue's facial kinesics is contextualised not only by com-
mon psychological-moral significations (her downcast eyes) but by
analogy with and differentiation from the other girls' expressions in
close-up.

' The Notes'
remarks about Sue
in the Prom scene
are equally mis-
guided and depend
on the suppression
of the clear
evidence of several
scenes: Sue's
conversations with
Tommy about
Carrie; Sue and
Tommy being
interviewed by
Miss Collins; Sue
and Frieda talking
about Carrie and
Tommy; as well as
the psychological
and kinesic
evidence
mentioned.

13

•si*

Close-up of Sue's
reaction to Miss
Collins' punishment
threat.

There are many similar examples. The ambiguity attached to 1 ommy
Ross is decried (p 11); the evocation of the world of'American Graffiti (p
1 i) is noted but criticised 'as not developed elsewhere in the film', with-
out any reason given why it should be. And, most extremely, it is
claimed (p 11) that the film does not develop the central opposition
'between the secure light world of small-town teen-pics and the dark
world of Gothic Horror'. On the contrary, the film develops the opposi-
tion at every point of its progress, what David Pirie called in his Movie
review, 'the recurring visual theme: the . . . eruption of blood into the
dream'14.

One last representative example of a reading that refuses to consider
any explanation except in its own limited terms: the Notes argue (p 11)

Pirie, op cit, p 24.
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14 that 'the baroque religious (Catholic) intensity is in itself an implausible
realisation of Mrs White's fundamentalism as evidenced in her devo-
tional' tracts'. With this accusation of implausibility, unspoken realist
criteria are suddenly invoked. Why not the explanation that the unrealis-
tic binding together of both Catholic and fundamentalist elements func-
tions to produce a totalising image of a perversely destructive Christi-
anity not available in realist terms where Mrs White would have to be
one or the other?

Authorless, Genreless: Carrie as Orphan

The next set of strategies by which the Notes impose their reading on the
film is to repress all authorial and generic considerations from its ana-
lysis. The wholesale erasure of generic considerations is not immediately
apparent. The introductory note signals an expectation that the teachers
addressed will have an understanding of contemporary Horror thematics
when it explains how the Notes have turned away from the examination
of '70s thematics towards 'a more general examination of meaning in
film, here understood both as problems of interpretation.and ideological
ascription' (p 1). This is fair enough; but what actually happens is that,
with all problems of interpretation repressed, wholly Mwproblematic
ideological ascription take over (confusing, what is more, a single aspect
of ideology-the imputed misogyny-with the totality of ideology). All
this is done without reference to the question: in what ways do the conven-
tions of the Horror film mediate the process of meaning?

Unless we agree to write ofFas impossibly regressive the whole area of
Horror literature and film from the Gothic Novel and Poe to De Palma,
we cannot simply accept that the display of regressive states and actions
- perversions, obsessions, misanthropy, misogyny, incest, cruelty, mad-
ness, etc-can only produce regressive social images. Such states and
actions are the sine qua non of the Horror film and Fantasy (in its wider

^ — — — — definitions) and it is through their presence that the more subversive
15 See Robin Wood activities of the genre are produced.

and Andrew Clearly the line between the significantly troubling and the un-
Bntton in Andrew , , , ., . . . . . , , %
Britton et al (eds), healthily exploitative in the genres has always been a line one, never
The American more so than in the contemporary film with its freedom to be graphically
Nightmare: Essays v i o i e n t a n c j the feeding into its lower levels of the pornographic film.
on the Honor Film, \ ° , . . . . . cToronto, Festival More than in any other genres there are likely to be clashing views of
of Festivals, pp 22 significance, where one person's creative use of horror is another
an" 41- person's unregenerate sadism. The total disagreement over the worth of

" ~ ^ ^ ~ ~ ~ ^ ^ ^ ^ The Texas Chainsaw Massacre between radical critics committed to the
Steve Neale, value of the Horror genre is a good instance of this.15

Suspense With particular regard to the question of misogyny (and making a dis-
Aggression and the tinction beween the horror-pornographic pulp films and those with a
Look', Framework c i a i m t 0 complexity), it may be agreed that the Horror film's preference
14, Spring, 1981, r r i • • n . c i_ • • • c

p 28 for female victims reflects various aspects of the positioning of women in
_ _ ^ _ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ _ the culture from which it comes16, but the phenomenon is double-edged.
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Dependent on contextualisation, the presentation of woman as victim (or
indeed as aggressor), may actively reflect on the mechanisms of culture.
Thus Rosemary Jackson can say of nineteenth century Gothic fiction,
which at one level she finds 'heavily misogynistic', that it also introduces
'repressed female energies and absent unities'". My argument has been
that Carrie is not a misogynistic film, but even if there were aspects of it
that could be so interpreted, the argument would not be closed, since
repression at one level does not guarantee repression at all levels.

A further point about the conventions of the Horror and related genres
is that they are, and are expected by audiences to be, sites of recidivist
impulses which are as much, in fact even more, attributed to men than to
women-the male:aggressor / female:victim pattern being the most
common. It is hardly to be expected that positive role models (either
male or female) should flourish in a genre whose central motions are to
call up ambivalent feelings of attraction and repulsion around taboo
objects and themes, and whose real centre of sympathy is often the
monster ('The Return of the Repressed'). I suspect that a deep unspoken
cause of the hostility towards Carrie is that, by producing an almost
wholly female world (a sort of Little Women of the paranormal), the
film's aggressor and victim roles are almost wholly filled by females,
with no males in sight powerful enough to be blamed. In different ways
Tommy Ross, the Principal, Billy Nolan, the once-glimpsed Mr Snell,
the spiteful English teacher, are all, in varying degrees vacillating and
weak. Yet to read this as a systematic attempt to remove all evidence of
male power from the film is oversimple, since it requires a wilfully blind
reading to ignore the film's implications that its females are the construc-
tions of the society in which they live, that the undoubted monstrousness
of Chris in particular is the dark underside of a fantasy created by male
desire and female collusion. A series of hints points to underlying struc-
tures: the jeering little boy on the bike who is the first of Carrie's victims;
Billy Nolan describing a girl as 'a pig'; the desolate implications of Mrs
SnelPs afternoon drinking while watching a TV soap opera (in which a
man seems to be accused of infidelity); Mrs White'sobsession with her
absent husband; the presiding icon of the film, Saint Sebastian; the
shade of Norman Bates who, in a black joke, has given his name to the
High School, and so on.

Like other literature and film of the Horror and Fantasy genres, Carrie
does not wholly yield itself to the critic whose primary alignment is to
criticism as a means to social change, since (as Jackson in part recog-
nises18) there is something unregenerately subversive about the genres
that is not wholly containable within a critique of bourgeois institutions.
Though Freud is invoked by Wood, Britton and others in their positive
readings, it is a renovated (one might say, castrated) Freud whose pes-
simism ('Man is a wolf to man') is forgotten. And one can observe in
their essays in The American Nightmare a growing impatience with the
Horror film's refusal to give up its pessimism and imagine a new society
devoid of'surplus repression'." Yet if the Horror film refuses to envis-
age its own demise, to see the problems it deals with as solely the product

17 Rosemary Jackson,
Fantasy: The
Literature of
Subversion, 1981,
P 122.

18 ibid, pp 171-180
especially.

19 The American
Nightmare, op cit,
pp 41-2, 62-3.
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20 'John Ford's

Young Mr
Lincoln', Cahiers
du Cinema, 223
(1970), reprinted
in Screen Reader 1,
London, Society —
for Education in
Film and
Television, 1977,
pp 116.

ibid, p. 122.

22 ibid, p 148.

1 ibid, p 121.

ibid, p 122.

25 The American
Nightmare, op cit,
p63.

of the bourgeois order, it still has much to say about the structures of that
world. But this will not be available to critics who read films totally
unhinged from the expectations and conventions of the genre, as if it
were some kind of transparent naturalism that confronted them.

If genre is largely forgotten in the BFI Notes, the question of author-
ship is treated with both an extraordinary naivete and hostility. Repres-
sing any reference to contemporary reformulations of the authorial voice
(or authorial sub-code) as it intersects with other determinants of the
text, the Notes produce a parody auteurist position (p 1) as a gambit to
render consideration of any kind of coherence in De Palma's oenvre
impossible (though the Notes (p 1) are also quite prepared to break their
own rules and summon up Dressed to Kill as evidence for the misogyny
argument).

The attempted critique that the Notes undertake descends ultimately
from the famous 'rescanning' of Young Mr Lincoln by the editors of
Cahiers. It is instructive to remember how much that influential piece,
while it looked for 'structuring absences... the unsaid included in the
said and necessary to its constitution'20, insisted on Ford's place in the
determinants of the film, speaking of'the relatively autonomous aethetic
processes... specific to Ford's writing'21 and 'the F.ordian fictional
logic'22, etc. Part 5 of the article scans the whole of Ford's work to seek
out other manifestations of the character Lincoln.23 In a regressive
fashion the Notes have returned to the kind of criticism the Cahiers
editors explicitly opposed, 'illusory deconstruction... through a reading
of the demystificatory type' uninterested in the full range of specific
interconnecting elements in the film.24

Again the reason for this is plain. In order to sustain the views that
Carrie is misogynistic and incoherent, it is necessary to cut off discussion
that might be embarrassing. For instance, though we might feel that
Robin Wood exaggerates when he claims De Palma's Blood Sisters as the
most radical feminist film since the '30s25, even to air that claim would
challenge the Jump Cut view of the film. If Blood Sisters can be read as so
'progressive', should we not think twice before condemning Carrie?
Basically Bathrick's article and the BFI Notes accuse De Palma of simple
sadistic voyeurism, but would the Notes be so confident if they con-
sidered Carrie in relation to the play with audience voyeurism at the
beginning of Blood Sisters or if the opening sequence of Carrie was
looked at alongside the critical use of the pornographic film-within-the-
film in Blow Out?

Pleasure

Since, in the view of the Notes, the film's working on ideology needs no
exploration, and since its narrative produces incoherence, one positive
area alone remains for commentary. In spite of all that is wrong with it,
Carrie is seen to give certain kinds of 'conscious pleasures'... 'relatively
autonomous from its ideological meanings', which make possible 'a
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more positive assessment of De Palma's "effects", his "manipulation"
of audiences, his control of performance . . . ' (p 3).

On the face of it this is more positive than what has gone before; the
heterogeneity denied at all other points is at least allowed on purely
formal matters. It accords too with the common experience of admiring,
even being moved by, elements of cinematic art, while disapproving of
aspects of the ideology of the same film. While some people see only an
excessive mannerism in De Palma's films, for others he is certainly cap-
able of great virtuosity.

The problem is that what seems to be a proper recognition of the heter-
ogeneity of the film's effects, is in fact less innocent, since it becomes the
last step in draining coherence and meaning from the text, with 'dis-
play', the source of pleasure, held in almost total opposition to meaning.

We have already seen how this dichtomy is enacted in the analysis of
the volleyball shot which is allowed to signify in terms of formal patterns
and relationships only when meaning has been drained from it. In
another instance, the commentary (p 11) asks purely rhetorically 'why
precisely' Carrie should be made to look like Alice in Wonderland? The
answer to which is not a consideration of connotative possibilities
around the thematic Woman/Child/Sexuality, but simply that it is 'a not
necessarily unpleasurable stylistic arbitrariness'. Similarly, where the
unease generated by the fact that Mrs White's beauty 'is conventionally
at odds with the sexual loathing she expresses' is recognised by the Notes
(p 11), the answer given is again in terms of stylistic arbitrariness with no
concrete reference to the play of meanings available. Surely the astonish-
ingly girllike, even childlike, quality of Piper Laurie's looks in this film
is most strikingly exaggerated; a regressive characteristic (built on vocal-
ly as well) that plays across the Woman/Child/Sexuality thematics called
up throughout.

17

Woman/child/
sexuality: Carrie as
Alice in Wonderland.

But the most sustained attempt to convert all meaning to 'display' is in
the treatment of the Prom, which accounts for 17 of the 57 slides. Here,
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Meaningless display?
The climax of the
Prom sequence.

again and again, the comments that are made on De Palma's virtuosic
formal devices (slow-motion, cross-cutting, etc.), in themselves often
useful, also work to deny meaning in the crudest ways. The Notes them-
selves half recognise that they go too far. Thus the general comment to
the Prom sequence is:

Here, although to some extent it can be argued that the range of issues raised
elsewhere in the film are brought together and in some ways co-ordinated,
this thematic consideration is over-ridden by a stylistic display offered as
much in and for itself as for any meanings it might be deemed to carry, (p 12)

The language here is notably less sure - to its credit, I think. However,
it fails to understand its own doubts: if, after the violent attempts to
demote connotation and coherence, they still linger 'to some extent', 'in
some ways', what would a reading less determined to repress them pro-
duce? Despite the critical conscience half activated here, the question
asked (p 3)-'aren't there dangers in setting up the potential opposition
of MS (who can see through the ideological operations of a film) and them
(who cannot)?'-is merely cosmetic, since the Notes are uninterested in
any reading but their own.

The whole discussion of'display' in the Prom section is sustained by a
largely unrealised contradiction. The project of the Notes has been to
enter the film below its surface to reveal its real structural and ideological
underpinnings. At almost every point they have attempted to render
invalid any attempt by 'them' to make a coherence out of the film. Yet
the argument about 'display' over meaning hinges on an unarticulated
reversal of this procedure, privileging-as nowhere else -first-time audi-
ence response, 'the experience of watching the film', as the guarantor of
truth about the text! It is not unjust to turn on the Notes the terms of
their own critique and find them, more than the text, the triumph of
'display' over coherence.
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